
COCOA BEAN AND CACAO POD BORER

Internal damage by larvae of cocoa pod borer, Conopomorpha cramerella. The larvae go through the husk into the pulp
around the beans, and into the placenta that The FAO/IBPGR Technical Guidelines for the Safe Movement of Cacao.

Damage to cocoa Larvae feed inside cocoa pods on the material that surrounds the individual cocoa seeds. In
the field, the effect of P. Overseas experience suggests that the pest is difficult to control and would probably
become a major limiting factor to cocoa production systems in Australia if it were to become established. It
was previously known as Acrocercops cramerella. The entomopathogenic factor may include the
concentration of the spores inoculum that was applied either by foliar sprays or soil drenches  Young, green
cocoa pods are particularly susceptible to attack by the pest. Although this method has never been
conclusively tested, Wood et al. Sometimes the larvae eat the seed coat of the cotyledons, the first leaves. The
problem of two races of C. In severe cases, over half the potential crop is lost. There was an immediate
problem of keeping the two mixtures separated; when used together in the same trap no moths of either type
would be caught. However, due to the presence of natural predators and parasites of C. The results suggest an
integrate of biological and cultural control is potent for controlling CPB and increase cocoa yields. Once pods
are opened, characteristic tunnels caused by larvae and their presence within such tracts is confirmatory
evidence of the pest's presence. Exploration was also undertaken to find exotic natural enemies to import into
Sabah, centring at first on Peninsular Malaysia. Longer term control may be improved by grafting or
replanting with hard-walled clones. Availability of cocoa mealy bug as the food source for CBA strongly
influence the development of CBA of the cacao plantation. The effect of pyrethroid and carbamate insecticide
on ants mortality were  The effectiveness of this entomopathogen in the field depends on some factors, e. It is
impractical to put bags on pods that cannot be reached from the ground, so only the lowest pods can be
protected. Many estates have tried to develop C. Therefore, maintenance of suitable condition, especially
favorable environment is important to ensure sustaining of CBA and CM in the cocoa plantation. However,
considerable effort by Lim and his colleagues demonstrated the presence of a parasitic wasp
Trichogrammatoidea sp.


